Nyilvántartási száma: 13-0323-04

ENGLISH TEST I.
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1. A/ The sun is in a sky.
C/ Sun is in a sky.
2. What .............. John doing?
A/ are
B/ do

B/ The sun is in the sky.
D/ A sun is in a sky.
C/ does

3. John and Mary.............. the radio.
A/ are listening on .
C/ is listening on..

D/ is

B/ are listening to
D/ is listening to

4. Bill and I.............. here.
A/ we're
B/ we

C/ we are

D/ are

5. Sarah, what.............. doing?
A/ she is
B/ are you

C/ are

D/ is

6. Mary's.............. the garden.
A/ in
B/ at

C/ on

D/ into

7. Are there six books on the table?
A/ No, are five
C/ No, there's the one

B/ No, there are three
D/ No, there are any

8. Tom often sings, but...............
A/ sings Sarah?
C/ Sarah does?

B/ Sarah sings?
D/ does Sarah?

9. Tony is looking at.............
A/ she
B/ he
C/ her
10.Who's that boy?
A/ is Bill
C/ It's a boy

D/ here

B/ It's Tom
D/ Peter's that
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11.Where's the book?
A/ There's it
C/ it's here

B/ He's under The chair
D/ There's on a chair

12.Are you happy?
A/ Yes, I'm
C/ Yes, I am

B/ No, I aren't
D/ No, I not

13.What's his name?
A/ It's name Jack
C/ It's Jack's name

B/ It's a Jack
D/ It's Jack

14.Do you dance or draw?
A/ I'm dance but I'm not draw. .
C/ I'm dancing but I not drawing.

B/ I dance but I don't draw.
D/ I dance, but I'm not drawing.

15.1s that a book?
A/ Yes, there is
C/ Yes, that's .

B/ Yes, it is
D/ Yes, is a book

I6.Is that horse big?
A/ No, that's a little
C/ No, it's little horse

B/ No, that's little horse
D/ No, it isn't

17.What's her brother doing?
A/ Playing football
C/ He playing football

B/ Is playing football
D/ She's playing football

18.How many chairs are there in the room?
A/ Are four
B/ Are five chairs there
C/ There's one
D/ There's a chair
I9. A/ Is that table big brown?
C/ Is that big table brown?

B/ Is that big brown table?
D/ Is brown that big table?

20. A/ Mary can dance tomorrow
B/ Mary cans dance tomorrow
C/ Mary she can dance tomorrow D/ Mary can tomorrow dance
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II. Choose the correct word for each gap from the list on the right. Use
each word only once. Write the word in the correct space.
A Difficult Journey
One day early in January I wanted to visit some friends in
a
Bournemouth. Bournemouth is a long way ......(1) my
an
home. It ......(2) about three hours to get there by train.
at
I looked at my timetable and saw that .....(3) was a train
back
that left at 10 to 6 in the morning. It arrived in
because
Bournemouth at 9 and so I could .....(4) the whole day
better
with my friends. The night before my journey I slept badly
from
.....(5) I was afraid I would not wake up in time to
further
catch the train. I woke up at least .....(6) hour before my
had
alarm clock went off at 5 o'clock. When I arrived .....(7)
is
the railway station I found that the train times had changed
last
on the 1st of January. There was no train at 10 to 6. I had to
on
wait until 10 to 7. It was raining very heavily and I .....(8)
spend
to wait on a very wet platform .....(9) the train arrived.
takes
At quarter to 10 we were only 5 miles from Bournemouth
there
when the train stopped. After a few minutes the ticket
time
collector .....(10) the passengers that there was flooding on
to
the lines and we could not go any .....(11). He said another
told
engine would come and pull us .....(12) to the previous
until
station. We waited and waited. 11 o'clock.
was
12 o'clock. 1 o'clock. The train had no restaurant car and I
.....(13) very hungry and thirsty. At .....(14) the engine
came and it slowly pulled the train backwards. A bus then
took us to Boumemouth. When I finally arrived it was not 9
o'clock but 4 o'clock and I had only two hours with my
friends before it was .....(15) to go home.

III. Translate these sentences into English!
1. Az ajtó be van csukva.
2. A bolt zárva volt tegnap.
3. A házi IHODGDWRPDWDV]RPV]pGRPVyJRUQMHIRJMDPHJtUQL
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IV. Choose one of the following topics. Write in the space given!
a) Write a letter to some friends thanking them for a present which they
gave you for your birthday. As well as thanking them for their present,
describe how you spent your birthday.
b) Write about a day you spent in the country. Where did you go? How did
you get there? Who did you go with? What did you do there? How did
you feel?
c) Describe the scene at a busy railway station or airport.
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